
USE CASE:

Core-Liquidity
Transfer asset ownership, in real-time, on-demand, 24/7.

With Core-Liquidity we’re solving the old money problems associated with controlling and tracking the movement of funds with

the best in new, shared ledger technology. Core-Liquidity, allows asset ownership to be transferred in real time, on demand,
24/7, in a legally enforceable way. It’s programmable money on existing payment rails.

Welcome to Baton. Post-Trade. Redefined.
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Minimise liquidity usage and
funding costs
It’s challenging to track and balance liquidity between entities and some firms find
themselves crossing large spreads on interest payments and charges when they’re

actually sufficiently funded to avoid these costs.

Core-Liquidity facilitates real-time, friction-free cash movements between
accounts. Providing real-time reporting and smart workflows that allow you to
optimise the netting and sequencing of cash movements, so they can be matched

to your firm’s binding constraints.



THE PLATFORM

Changes of ownership controlled by your
configurations and instructions

The Baton ledger reflects the allocation of asset ownership across a range of sub-

accounts or wallets. Changes of ownership are driven through smart workflows,
according to the configuration and instructions that you determine.

They’re completely flexible- and enforced by a robust rulebook, ensuring
irreversibility and enabling you to achieve settlement finality.

BOOK A DEMO

https://batonsystems.com/core-liquidity/


BENEFITS:


Improved Liquidity
See huge improvements in the use of liquidity, at the firm
level, with lower funding and capital costs.


Improved Control
Gain real-time reporting and control over the movement of
funds between your affiliates.


Improved Performance
Reduce the operational and third-party costs associated with
internal cash transfers.

See Baton Core in Action - Book a Demo with our team Today! BOOK A DEMO
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Core-Liquidity
at a Glance
Further reading, reference material,
white papers and industry articles.

VIEW MORE  Overcoming liquidity challenges for internal Cash Management &
Treasury Operations
How Baton solves a $300-million problem for financial institutions.

CORE-LIQUIDITY BATON CORE USE CASE

How we solve an old money problem with new market technology
Baton’s 90-day method for dealing with $8.9 trillion of settlement risk and tackling $300 million of intraday liquidity costs.

CORE-LIQUIDITY CORE-FX BATON CORE INDUSTRY ARTICLE

Baton Core-Liquidity: transforming liquidity management through
distributed ledger technology
In PAY21 October, Alex Knight, Baton Systems’ Global Head of Sales, introduces Baton Core-Liquidity, a solution based around a set of
wallets that share in an underlying cash account with a nostro bank, allowing for real time, frictionless movements of cash.
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Learn about Baton's
CORE solutions for
FX Settlement,
Payments and
Collateral
Management

Core-FX
Safely settle FX trades, when you want to
- quickly and securely. Removing
complexity, enabling smart netting and

payment strategies.

FIND OUT MORE 

Core-Payments
Core-Payments operates across product
silos. Business-defined rules provide
complete control and visibility over

payments and settlements.

FIND OUT MORE 

Core-Collateral
With Core-Collateral, FCMs and CCPs
can automate and optimise collateral
holdings and expedite the movement of

cash and securities.

FIND OUT MORE 

Baton Systems is revolutionising how

payments are made in the world’s

largest financial markets.
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